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a b s t r a c t
Collaborative filtering-based recommender systems are regarded as an important tool to predict
the items that users will appreciate based on the historical usage of users. However, traditional
recommendation solutions often pay more attentions to the accuracy of the recommended items while
neglect the diversity of the final recommended list, which may produce partial redundant items in
the recommended list and as a result, decrease the satisfaction degree of users. Moreover, historical
usage data for recommendation decision-making often update frequently, which may lead to low
recommendation efficiency as well as scalability especially in the big data environment. Considering
these drawbacks, a novel method called DivRec_LSH is proposed in this paper to achieve diversified and
efficient recommendations, which is based on the historical usage records and the Locality-Sensitive
Hashing (LSH) technique. Finally, we compare our method with existing methods on the MovieLens
dataset. Experiment results indicate that our proposal is feasible in addressing the triple dilemmas of
recommender systems simultaneously, i.e., high efficiency, accuracy and diversity.
© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With the advent of the big data age, people are confronted
with a big volume of service information resources, which often
makes it difficult to quickly find the valuable information that
users are interested in [1–4]. In this situation, service recommendation (e.g., movie recommendation, music recommendation,
book recommendation, etc.) has become an effective way to
quickly extract insightful information from massive data, and
has been widely adopted in many big data applications, such
as Amazon.com, Facebook.com, and Netflix.com [5,6]. Traditional
collaborative filtering (CF)-based recommender systems typically
try to mine user preferences based on user–item usage records,
and then automatically recommend a set of appropriate items
that match a user’s tastes most [7–10].
Traditional recommendation methods based on CF mainly lay
emphasis on the improvement made to recommendation accuracy, which probably cause redundant items in the limited Top-N
recommended list and as a result, the user satisfaction may be
compromised. In this case, it is desirable for a recommender
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system to provide users with appropriate diversified items. Diversified recommendation can avoid redundancy and enhance
the user’s range of choices, which is conducive to resolving the
uncertainty in the prediction of users’ preference. However, for
a recommender system, it is often facing the dilemma between
accuracy and diversity. Despite the possibility of achieving high
accuracy by recommending the most popular items to users, a
loss of diversity often results. On the contrary, high diversity can
be realized by offering personalized items for each user, which
may result in a decline in accuracy. Therefore, it is vital for a
recommender system to provide optimal recommended list with
a balance between diversity and accuracy.
Moreover, traditional CF-based approaches, e.g., neighborhoodbased CF, often investigate every user (or item) in the dataset to
identify K -nearest neighbors, which has a potential to cause low
recommendation efficiency, especially under the condition where
the volumes of the dataset get increasingly high with updates
over time.
In view of these challenges, we boost the existing CF-based
recommendation method through combining the technique of
Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH), a kind of efficient search technique. Moreover, a new recommendation method called
DivRec_LSH (Diversified Recommendation based on LSH) is proposed, which can be divided into two parts, finding similar
items and diversifying recommended list. Benefiting from LSH
principles and its inherent advantages in efficiency, DivRec_LSH
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can provide accurate, diversified, and efficient service recommendations (e.g., movie recommendation or book recommendation).
The main contributions in this paper are as follows:
(1) We employ LSH technique to handle the problem of excessive time cost in traditional CF-based recommendation approaches.
(2) A novel diversified method based on LSH is developed in
this paper, which can find the optimal recommended list that not
only meets users’ interests but also maintain a sound diversity.
(3) Comprehensive experiments are executed using MovieLens dataset to prove the advantages of our proposal. Experiment results indicate that our proposal is feasible in addressing
the triple dilemmas of recommender systems simultaneously,
i.e., high efficiency, accuracy and diversity.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related
work is summarized in Section 2. In Section 3, we demonstrate
the motivation of this paper. In Section 4, we first describe the
LSH technique briefly. Then, the proposed DivRec_LSH method
is presented in detail. In order to prove the effectiveness of our
method compared to other methods, comprehensive experiments
are executed in Section 5. At last, in Section 6, we conclude the
paper and point out our improvement directions in the future.
2. Related work
2.1. Accuracy-oriented recommendation
In recent years, many researchers have focused on exploring
new methods that suitable for improving the accuracy of recommender systems [11,12]. In [13], Liu et al. conducted analysis of
various methods for the calculation of similarity, and put forward
a novel approach to enhance the traditional CF algorithm. In [14],
Fan et al. combined user activity level with content-based recommendation algorithm to make prediction of the empty values
in user–item rating matrix while calculating similarity between
users. In [15], Jia et al. used a user-based CF approach with
double neighbor selecting tactics. When choosing neighbors, similarity and trust value among users were taken into consideration.
It can be seen from the experiment results that this approach
can effectively improve recommendation accuracy. In [16], Xiao
et al. considered that the user behaviors have the time sequence
characteristic, and proposed an improved user-based CF recommendation method, which took time information into account at
the time of computation of user similarity. In [17], Liu et al. made
use of location information of users when searching for neighbors,
and proposed an improved similarity measurement for enhancement to recommendation accuracy. In addition, many researchers
start to take trust and weighted applications into consideration to
enhance accuracy of the recommendation algorithm [18–20].
2.2. Diversity-oriented recommendation
To avoid redundancy of recommended results, diversity recommendation is raised, which represents that items in the recommended list not only satisfy interests of target users, but
also cannot be overly similar to each other. Diversified recommendation approaches are capable to produce more personalized results. Therefore, in recent years, it has attracted extensive
attention from industry and academia. In [21], Mouzhi Ge et.
categorized diversity into two types, namely individual diversity
and aggregate diversity. Individual diversity usually measures the
average difference between all item pairs in each individual user’s
recommended list, whereas aggregate diversity means the total
number of different items in all recommended lists of all users.
In this paper, our focus is placed on the individual diversity of
recommendation.

In recent years, some methods for diversifying recommendation results have been put forward. Maximal Marginal Relevance
(MMR) is a common approach of diversified ranking. In [22], Vargas et al. combined diversity and accuracy as the main objective
of MMR to achieve a fine balance between them. In [23], Gan
et al. applied an approach called Power Law Adjustments of User
Similarities (PLUS) to improve personalize recommendation. In
the framework of user-based CF, PLUS can adjust user similarity
value by exercising power function to decrease the impact of
popular items. In [24], Li et al. for large graphs, applied a new
method of diversified ranking. The diversified ranking matter
was treated as a function maximization problem of sub-modular
set. In [25], Kyriak et al. proposed a method to calculate diversity of the system based on similarity between items and users.
In [26], Tevfik Aytekin suggested a new method for combination
of Clustering and CF, which can adjust the degree of diversity in
the recommended lists for users. The core of this method is the
establishment of cluster weights. In [27], Jiang et al. put forward
a new approach known as ROUND, which merges relevance between users, relevance between items, relevance between items
and users. They applied a strategy of K -nearest neighbor when
filtering out unreliable connections in a network, and adopted
a random walk model to describe the degree of correlations
between user nodes and items nodes.
However, those above methods often require lots of computation cost, which has a potential to cause low recommendation
efficiency. Moreover, while these methods all consider accuracy
and diversity of recommended lists, there is still a dilemma
between diversity and accuracy.
2.3. Efficiency-oriented recommendation
Traditional CF-based methods (e.g., item-based CF) may result
in high computational complexity when K -nearest neighbors are
selected, which could lead to low efficiency and scalability. Thus,
to enhance recommendation scalability and efficiency, many researchers have developed various model-based CF techniques.
Some researchers began to use the methods of matrix factorization [28–31]. Clustering-based methods [32] are also capable to
improve the overall recommendation efficiency. Because in these
methods, the recommendation process consists of two parts:
model training and recommendations, and model training can
be performed offline. However, as users’ historical data changes
over time, the model needs to be updated frequently. Thus, these
methods also show poor efficiency, which may make it impossible
for them to meet the quick response requirements of users.
Much of the work tries to enhance diversity and accuracy of
recommendations. But our proposal attempts to address the triple
dilemmas of recommender systems simultaneously, i.e., high efficiency, accuracy and diversity.
3. Motivation
Here, we utilize the example in Fig. 1 to demonstrate the motivation of our proposal. Assumed that there is a planform, Netflix
in Fig. 1, a large number of movies in Netflix, such as movie ‘Green
Book’, ‘The Shawshank Redemption’, ‘Forrest Gump’, ‘Léon’, ‘Joker’,
‘Ne Zha’, ‘Forever Young’, among of which movies ‘Green Book’,
‘The Shawshank Redemption’, ‘Forrest Gump’ and ‘Léon’ have been
overrated by Tom. Now, Netflix intends to recommend its own
movies to Tom. In the light of the traditional CF method, i.e., itembased CF, the first step is to find movies that are similar to the
historical records of Tom. The second step is a recommended
list generation where the movies are selected from the candidate
movies, i.e., movies ‘Ne Zha’, ‘Before Midnight’, . . . , ‘Joker’ form
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Fig. 1. CF-based recommendation: an example.
Fig. 2. The process of LSH-based ANN search.

a recommended list. However, there are often two challenges
arising from this as follows:
(1) The volume of data in Netflix has a potential to update on
a frequent basis over time, which requires frequent calculation of
item similarity, as a result of which recommendation efficiency
could be compromised to the extent that the quick response
requirements of users cannot be met.
(2) As the diversity of recommended lists is neglected, the
items in list may be similar to each other, which often lead to
redundancy and failure to meet each user’s wide interests and
finally reduce the user satisfaction.
Considering the above issues, we put forward a novel recommendation method, named DivRec_LSH, to achieve accurate,
diversified and efficient recommendation goals.
4. The proposed recommendation method
In Section 4.1, the LSH technique is introduced briefly. Then,
we present the details of our proposed method DivRec_LSH in
Section 4.2.
4.1. Locality-Sensitive Hashing
In neighbor-based CF, we need to find K -nearest neighbors of
users when making prediction of rating. Nevertheless, traditional
neighbor-based CF algorithms require a search to be conducted of
all users (or items) in the datasets for identification of the nearest
neighbors, which is usually not suitable for constant-changing
datasets well. Locality-Sensitive Hashing, one of the approximate
nearest neighbor (ANN) search methods, has been validated as
capable to resolve this problem. The idea of LSH is to classify
items using locality-sensitive functions, for which similar or close
items have more chance of being hashed into the same bucket
than different items do.
According to [33], LSH function should satisfy both conditions
(1) and (2). Here, m and n represent the original data points;
h(m) and h(n) are the hashing values of m and n respectively; the
distance between m and n is d(m, n); P(X ) is the probability of
event X holds; p1 and p2 represent the probability threshold; d1
and d2 represent the distance threshold. LSH function h (·) satisfy
the following conditions:
If d (m, n) ≤ d1 , then P (h (m) = h (n)) ≥ p1

(1)

If d (m, n) ≥ d2 , then P (h (m) = h (n)) ≤ p2

(2)

where p1 > p2 holds.
In the scheme of LSH, LSH functions can decide whether or
not two items are a similar item. Suppose that data points a and
b are hashed by LSH function to get the hash values h(a) and h (b)
respectively. The notation ‘‘h (a) = h (b)’’ means that ‘‘a and b are
a similar pair’’, and the notation ‘‘h (a) ̸ = h (b)’’ means that ‘‘a
and b are not a similar pair’’.
We use Fig. 2 to illustrate the core of the LSH more intuitively.
Suppose that x1 , x2 , . . . , xp represent the original data points.
Then through LSH functions, x1 , x2 , . . . , xp are mapped to buckets
b1 , b2 , . . . , bt . According to the idea of LSH, the points x1 and
x2 that are close to each other, so they can be projected into
same bucket b1 , while the points xp−1 and xp that are not close to
each other are mapped into different bucket. Then, based on the
notation h (x1 ) = h(x2 ), we can say that x1 and x2( are )similar in
high probability. On the contrary, the notation h xp−1 ̸ = h(xp )
represents that xp−1 and xp are not a similar pair. Namely, items
in the same bucket can be considered similar, while items in
different buckets can be considered different.
As indicated by the above-mentioned example, the original
data points x1 , x2 , . . . , xp can be placed in a single LSH table,
and the LSH table can be built offline, which is beneficial to
enhance the efficiency of approximate nearest neighbor search.
In this paper, we apply LSH to neighbor-based CF to further make
diversified recommendations.
4.2. DivRec_LSH: Diversified Recommendation based on LSH
In this part, we put forward a new recommendation method
named DivRec_LSH. The basic idea of our proposal is: based on
LSH technique, we first transform rating data into item indices;
afterward, we utilize the item indices to find items similar to the
target user history; then, we predict the missing rating; finally,
according to item indices, we select items with different indices
to form a list and recommend. Concretely, as is shown in Fig. 3,
the method consists of four steps. The symbols mentioned in this
paper and their meanings are shown in Table 1.
Step 1: Build item index offline
In this step, we build index of items to achieve efficient recommendation. As specified in Table 1, x1 , x2 , . . . , xp denote all
items in dataset. Here, we select an LSH function family H (·) to
construct index for every item in the dataset offline, while the
‘distance’ type of d(·) (see Section 4.1) decides the LSH function
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Fig. 3. Four steps of the DivRec_LSH method.

family H (·). In CF-based recommendation, PCC is often used for
distance measurement. Therefore, we adopt LSH function h (·)
corresponding to PCC to establish item index.
First, for an item xi (1 ≤ i ≤ p), we can model its’ rating data
over n users, i.e., xi,u1 , xi,u2 , . . . , xi,un , with an n-dimensional
vector x⃗i = (xi,u1 , xi,u2 , . . . , xi,un ), where xi,uk = 0 if the user uk
has never rated the item xi . Then, for vector x⃗i , the hash value
h x⃗i can be calculated by the LSH function in (3) [34]. Here, v
⃗ is

( )

a vector (v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ) with n-dimensional, where vi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
can be chosen from [−1,1] randomly. In order to make it easy for
readers to understand, the physical meaning of (3) is explained
as below: vector v
⃗ can be regard as hyperplane of space division:
suppose that vector i⃗s and vector i⃗q (1 ≤ s, q ≤ p, s ̸ = q) are on
the same side of v
⃗ (i.e., i⃗s ◦ v⃗ > 0, i⃗q ◦ v⃗ > 0 hold; or i⃗s ◦ v⃗ ≤ 0,
i⃗q ◦ v
⃗ ≤ 0 hold; the symbol ‘‘◦’’ means the inner product between
two vectors according to the equation in (4), then i⃗s and i⃗q can be
considered as similar neighbor (with a high possibility).

{
h(i) =
x⃗i ◦ v
⃗=

1 x⃗i ◦ v
⃗>0

(3)

0 x⃗i ◦ v
⃗≤0
n
∑

xi,uk · vk

(4)

k=1

Therefore, after the hash map in (3), n-dimensional vector
x⃗i is transformed into one Boolean value. However, LSH is a
search method based on probability, the ‘‘similarity preserving’’
property of LSH cannot be reflected by only one LSH function.
Based on this, more LSH functions are adopted here. We randomly
choose r LSH functions h1 (·) , h2 (·) , . . . , hr (·) to generate an
r-dimensional
0–1 vector H x⃗i = (h1 x⃗i , . . . , hr x⃗i ),( where
( )
)
hm x⃗i (1 ≤ m ≤ r) can be calculated by (3). Then H x⃗i can

( )

( )

( )

be regarded as the index of item xi . According to the indices
H x⃗1 , H x⃗2 , . . . , H(x⃗p ), we can generate an LSH table h_Table,

( )

( )

the LSH table h_Table records the mapping relationships of ‘‘xi →

( )

H x⃗i ’’.
Based on the above discussion, the items indices can be built
offline. We can represent the pseudo-code of this step with
Algorithm 1.

Step 2: Establish a set of similar items
In Step 1, we have obtained the LSH table h_Table. Therefore,
according to the scheme of LSH, if two items x1 and
( x)2 have(the)
same index value in the LSH table h_Table, i.e., H x⃗1 = H x⃗2
holds in h_Table, then x1 and x2 are similar items with a high
probability. In this way, the items that are similar to the user U*
historical records can be identified.
First, we extract historical records of U* and put them into history set h_set. According to the LSH function family H (·) chosen
in Step 1, each item j in the h_set index H (j) is calculated online
and an LSH table his_H_Table is built based on H (j). As specified
in Table 1, b1 , b2 , . . . , bt denote buckets in an LSH table, and
the index number of the item in the bucket indicates the bucket
number. Then, the bucket bs (1 ≤ s ≤ t) that appears in h_Table
and his_H_Table is selected, and items in bs can be put into the
similar set sim_set. There may be two cases. One is that there may
be multiple buckets that satisfy the condition, for which there
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Table 1
Meanings of the symbols in this paper.
Symbol

Meaning

U*
n
H (·)
P (X )
d (·)

A target user
Number of users
An LSH function family
The probability of event X holds
Distance between two original data points (or items)
The ratio of removing partial entries from the user–item rating matrix
Distance threshold
Probability threshold
Original data points (items in dataset)
T LSH tables
r LSH functions
t buckets in an LSH table

β

d1 , d2
p1 , p2
x1 , x2 , . . . , xp
H_Table1 , . . . , H_TableT
h1 (·) , . . . , hr (·)
b1 , b2 , . . . , bt

are multiple sim_sets in this case. The other one is that there
is no bucket that fits the condition. Despite this, it cannot be
assumed that there is no item that is similar to the U*’s historical
records because LSH is a probability-based approximate method.
In this case, rather than creating only one LSH table, repeat Step
1 and Step 2 to build T h_Tables: h_Table1 , . . . , h_TableT and T
his_H_Tables: his_H_Table1 , . . . , his_H_TableT . If the condition in
(5) holds, we can put items in bucketj into the similar set sim_set.
At last, we put all sets sim_set into set Sim_Set.

∃i ∈ {1, . . . , T } and j ∈ {1, . . . , t }

where ratingm represents the rating of item m that appears in the
same set sim_set as item i but has been overrated by U*. Here,
m may come from multiple sim_sets, because i may appear in
multiple sim_sets, total(m) represents the number of item m.

(5)

satisfy bucketj appears in h_Tablei and his_H_Tablei
In this paper, we do not consider the appearance times of
similar items. The pseudo-code of this step can be described by
Algorithm 2.

Step 3: Rating prediction
For each item i never rated by U* before, its future rating by
U* can be predicted based on U* historical records. According to
Step 2, we have gained the set Sim_Set. For each set sim_set in
Sim_Set, we search for item i that U* has never rated, and find
the item m that appears in the same set sim_set as item i but
has been overrated by U*. Then we can obtain predictive raring
for item i in (6). The pseudo-code of this step is specified more
formally by Algorithm 3.

∑
Scorei =

m∈sim_set

ratingm

total(m)

(6)

Step 4: Diversified recommended list generation
In this step, we present a diversified recommended list. In
order to offer users recommendation accuracy, a ‘‘ranking threshold w ’’ is set in advance. First, according to the items’ prediction
rating obtained by Step 3, the items are sorted in descending
order and the items with a scores below the threshold w are
discounted. Then, according to the LSH rationale, if
( two
) items
( y)1
and y2 have the different index value, namely H y⃗1 ̸ = H y⃗2 ,
then y1 and y2 can be regarded as different items. Therefore, we
select k (the size of recommended list) items with different index
number (obtained in Step 1) to generate a new list, it may form
multiple lists. Individual diversity means the average dissimilarity
between each pair of items in a recommended list. We apply
individual diversity to measure the diversity value of every list in
(7). Last, we chose the list with highest individual diversity value
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rating, as indicated in Eq. (9). The higher the RMSE is, the smaller
the recommendation accuracy would be.

to recommend to the target user U*.
indiv idual div ersity = 1 −

2
N (N − 1)

∑

s (i, j)

(7)

i,j∈R(u),i̸ =j

where R (u) represents the recommended list for U* and N =
|R (u) |. s (i, j) denotes the similarity of items i, j ∈ R (u). We
evaluate the similarity between items using cosine similarity
between the rating vectors of i and j.
The pseudo code of this step can be specified more formally
by Algorithm 4.



| R|
 1 ∑
( ′
)2
ru,i − ru,i
RMSE = √
|R|

(9)

i=1

(4) average_Div (average of all indiv idual div ersity): we adopt
the mean of individual diversity for all test users’ recommended
lists to evaluate the diversity of recommendation, as indicated in
Eq. (10):
average_Div =

1 ∑
U

(indiv idual div ersity)

(10)

u∈U

where U represents the total number of test users.
5.2. Comparison methods
In order to measure the recommendation performances of our
proposal, we compare it with the following four methods:
(1) ClusDiv [26]: it uses rating information of items to diversify the recommended list, and can be used after unknown ratings are predicted by the prediction method.
Thus, we choose the variants of ClusDiv, i.e., U_CF+ClusDiv,
I_CF+ClusDiv as the compared methods.
(2) Entropy Fusion Approach (EF) [35]: it first computes user
exposure diversity and item concordance scores based on
items’ rating information, and then modifies the item similarity measures.
(3) TDE_div [36]: it uses two new hybrid ranking models to
develop the final recommended list, one of which is a combination of the total diversity effect ranking and the standard ranking models. We choose this model as a compared
method.
(4) MF [37]: it is a classic recommendation method. We choose
this method as a baseline.
5. Experiments

5.3. Experimental results and analyses

5.1. Experimental settings

In this section, we test seven profiles to measure the performances of our method. Here, as described in Table 1, r denotes
the number of LSH functions in an LSH table, T denotes the
number of LSH tables.
Profile 1: accuracy comparison of the six methods
In this part, we test and compare the accuracy of six methods
by measuring the MAE and RMSE metrics. Here, r = 4, T = 10,
β = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.2}, and ranking threshold w = 3.5, which
means that the items whose predicted values are larger than w
are taken as the candidate items. The experimental outcomes are
indicated in Fig. 4.
As indicated in Fig. 4, MF method performs better than the
other ones significantly in terms of both MAE and RMSE. This is
due to the fact that matrix factorization technique can alleviate
the data sparsity issue to some extent, which consequently improve the recommendation accuracy. Besides, although methods
DivRec_LSH, U_CF+ClusDiv, I_CF+ClusDiv, EF and TDE_div all take
account of both accuracy and diversity, TDE_div employs Tanimoto similarity to identify similar neighbors, which mitigates
data sparsity to some degree. Therefore, TDE_div performs better
than other methods. Compared to MF method, TDE_div takes
diversity into consideration. As a result, TDE_div is less accurate than MF. Among the remaining four methods, DivRec_LSH
performs the best in terms of accuracy. LSH is an approximate
neighbor search method; therefore, most similar items of the
item preferred by a user could be found according to LSH, which
are more beneficial to item quality prediction. The performances

In this section, a set of experiments are tested using the
MovieLens dataset (https://movielens.org/). This dataset contains
ratings given by 6040 users for 3952 movies. The ratings range
from 1 to 5 and unrated values are taken as zero. We randomly
remove some items from the user–item rating matrix, so that we
can predict the empty values and make further recommendation,
the removal ratio is denoted by β . The experiments are run on a
Dell PC with 2.2 GHz processors and 8.0 GB RAM. The machine
runs under Windows 10 (64 bits) as well as Python 3.6. Each test
is run 50 times, meanwhile their average experimental outcomes
are used.
This paper uses four aspects to evaluate the recommendation
performances:
(1) Time cost: time consumed can be used to measure recommendation efficiency.
(2) MAE (Mean Absolute Error): we use MAE to test predicted
ratings’ accuracy, as indicated in Eq. (8). The higher the MAE is,
the smaller the recommendation accuracy would be.

∑
MAE =

i∈R

|ru′ ,i − ru,i |
|R|

(8)

where ru′ ,i represents the predicted rating, ru,i means the actual
rating, and |R| is the number of items in the list.
(3) RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error): we use RMSE to measure
the degree of difference between the real rating and the predicted
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Fig. 6. Recommendation efficiency comparison.

Fig. 4. Recommendation accuracy comparison.

Fig. 5. Recommendation diversity comparison.

of I_CF+ClusDiv and EF are slightly inferior as they rely on itembased CF for item similarity calculation. While item-based CF is
more suitable for finding long-tail items, which could compromise the accuracy of the entire recommender systems.
The values obtained from recommendation accuracy of the
six methods all show a decreasing trend, while the value of
β increases. This is for the reason that less recommendation
information is available when the rating matrix becomes sparser.
Profile 2: diversity comparison of the six methods
In this part, we apply the average_Div metric to evaluate the
diversity of six methods and compare results. Here, r = 4, T =
10, β = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.2}. The experimental outcomes are
indicated in Fig. 5.
As indicated in Fig. 5, MF displays a worse performance in
comparison with the other ones to a significant extent in terms

of average_Div, which is because MF does not take into consideration the recommendation diversity. Among the remaining five
methods, DivRec_LSH shows a better performance than the other
four, including U_CF+ClusDiv, I_CF+ClusDiv, EF, TDE_div. This is
caused by the reason that the items with different hash values are
considered as dissimilar items based on LSH principle. Therefore,
it is easy for us to filter out similar items by using the hash
value of the item, so that it is probable that each pair of items
in the list can ensure their dissimilarity to a certain degree.
Under the condition that β = 0.10, the diversity values obtained
from both DivRec_LSH and I_CF+ClusDiv are identical, but the
accuracy value of I_CF+ClusDiv is lower in comparison with that of
DivRec_LSH (see Fig. 4). In other words, I_CF+ClusDiv can improve
the diversity of recommender results, but it is more likely that
the results are unable to satisfy the users’ interest. With regard
to the TDE_div method, it holds the view that each item in a
recommended list can impose its impact on the total diversity
value of recommendations differently. Therefore, this method
gives top priority to the items with high total diversity effect
during the process of selection. Nevertheless, this is insufficient
for the purpose of ensuring a high dissimilarity value between all
item pairs in a recommended list. In addition, the performance
shown by U_CF+ClusDiv is slightly inferior for the reason that it
relies on user-based CF for the top-N list generation during the
process of the first step. However, diversities have been available
in user-based CF already, and thus updating the list in the second
step does not help too much.
Profile 3: efficiency comparison of the six methods
In this section, we test and compare the efficiency of six
methods by measuring the Time cost metric. Here, r = 4, T =
10, β = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.2}. The experimental outcomes are
indicated in Fig. 6.
As displayed in Fig. 6, as β is on the rise, the time cost spent
on all these six methods shows an increasing trend invariably.
Behind which the rationale is that, the bigger β is, the more
items are required in predicting rating. Consequently, the time
required for similarity calculation increases as well. However, EF
performs worse than other methods. Because EF involves the
exposure diversity-related calculation of a target user. In comparison with the method I_CF+ClusDiv, U_CF+ClusDiv incurs less
time cost, which is attributed to the reason that the dimension of
the item is higher than the user dimension. As a result, less time
cost is required in the operations related to similarity calculation
in U_CF+ClusDiv. In DivRec_LSH and MF, most of the jobs could
be finished offline, while the time cost spent on the remaining
job (i.e., online similar neighbor search) in MF is almost O (1).
However, when the data related to user–item rating is updated
along with the passage of time, the model of MF needs to be
re-trained and updated on a frequent basis. Not similar to the
method MF, DivRec_LSH only need to re-train the items that have
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Fig. 8. Recommendation diversity comparison of DivRec_LSH w.r.t. (r, T ).

Fig. 7. Recommendation accuracy comparison of DivRec_LSH w.r.t. (r, T ).

changed. Consequently, our proposed DivRec_LSH method can fit
for the recommendation cases when a fast response from the user
is in high demand.
Profile 4: Recommendation accuracy of DivRec_LSH w.r.t. (r, T )
In DivRec_LSH, the number of hash functions, i.e., r in an LSH
table and the number of LSH tables, i.e., T play an essential role
in making diversified, efficient and accurate recommendations.
The more hash functions, the stricter the conditions to find the
semblable neighbors for a target item. Therefore, the accuracy
values of the proposed method with respect to r and T are tested
through the MAE and RMSE metrics. Here, r and T are taken 4, 6,
8, 10 respectively, and β = 0.2. The experimental outcomes are
indicated in Fig. 7.
As shown in Fig. 7, when T is 4 and r is on the rise, both MAE
value and RMSE value show an increasing trend. Behind which
the rationale is that, a larger r value implies more stringent for
neighbor search, fewer qualified similar items of the target item
can be searched and utilized for later item recommendations. In
the case of the hash tables, i.e., T is 4 and the number of LSH
functions, i.e., r is 10, both MAE value and RMSE value reach the
maximum, which is because the condition of searching similar
items is toughest so that target item has few similar items can
be used recommendation decision-makings. When r is greater
than 4 and T is rises, both MAE value and RMSE value show a
decreasing trend. Because a larger T value indicates the condition
of searching neighbors is looser, a few similar items of the target
item be returned and made user of further item recommendation.
Thus, recommendation accuracy will be improved.
Profile 5: Recommendation diversity of DivRec_LSH w.r.t. (r, T )
In this part, we measure the relationship between the recommended diversity of the proposed method and the parameters
r and T . Here, r = 4, 6, 8, 10; T = 4, 6, 8, 10; β = 0.2. The
experimental outcomes are indicated in Fig. 8.
As Fig. 8 indicates, with r grows, the diversity values of
DivRec_LSH decline, because the condition of searching similar
items is stricter so that the partial similar items of target item

Fig. 9. Recommendation efficiency comparison of DivRec_LSH w.r.t. (r, T ).

may be overlooked and the results in similar items may presented
in the recommended list. Another result that Fig. 8 indicates is
that the diversity shows an upward trend when r is constant and
T is on the increase, which is attributable to that, a larger T value
indicates that the requirements of searching similar neighbors are
relaxed, so that more similar items can be removed in Step 4
(see Section 4.2). In this case, the items in the recommended
list show more diversity. In the case of r = 4 and T = 10,
the value of diversity is the highest, because the condition of
neighbor search is the least stringent, a few similar items in the
list can be eliminated in Step 4 and correspondingly, items in
the recommended list are not similar to each other with highly
probability.
Profile 6: Recommendation efficiency of DivRec_LSH w.r.t. (r,
T)
We evaluate the recommendation efficiency of our method
DivRec_LSH with regard to r and T . Here, r = 4, 6, 8, 10; T = 4, 6,
8, 10; β = 0.2. The experiment outcomes are indicated in Fig. 9.
As shown in Fig. 9, we can see that the efficiency of our
proposal shows an increasing trend when the number of hash
functions, i.e., r rises. Because while r rises, the conditions of
searching for similar neighbors gets more stringent. Accordingly,
less similar neighbors of the target item are used to participate
in further item recommendation; therefore, less computational
time is required. Another result that Fig. 9 indicates is that the
efficiency decreases when the number of LSH tables, i.e., T rises,
which is because when T grows, the conditions of searching
neighbors get looser, therefore, more similar neighbors of the
target item can be found to utilize for further item recommendations; thus, more time cost is needed. When r = 4, T = 10,
the time cost is highest, this result occurs because the conditions
of neighbor search are the loosest, and more similar items of
target item are returned and used to participate in further item
recommendation.
Profile 7: The convergence of MAE and RMSE of DivRec_LSH
w.r.t. experiment times
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Fig. 10. MAE/RMSE convergence of DivRec_LSH w.r.t. repeated times.

We test the convergence of MAE/RMSE of proposed approach
DivRec_LSH with the experiment times. The number of experiments ranged from 1 to 150. The results are presented in Fig. 10.
Here, each line in Fig. 10 represents an (r, T ) parameter pair,
which contains 16 parameter pairs, and r falls into {4, 6, 8, 10};
T belongs to {4, 6, 8, 10}; β = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.2.
As Fig. 10 shows, when the number of experiments grows,
DivRec_LSH performs well in MAE and RMSE convergences. With
each experiment repeated for more than 40 times, the MAE
and RMSE values become relatively consistent. Hence, in our
tests, each experiment was repeated 50 times, and their average
outcomes were used finally.

5.4. Time complexity analyses
In this part, we analyze the time complexity of the proposed
method. It is assumed that there are m items, n users, T LSH
tables, g functions for each LSH table, and k items rated by a
target user. Then the time costs incurred by the four steps in our
proposal is detailed as below.
(1) In Step 1, item indices generation (including creating T
LSH tables in Step 2) can be finished offline; therefore, the time
complexity of this step is O (1).
(2) In Step 2, firstly, the k item indices can be constructed,
whose time complexity is O (n∗g ∗k). Afterward, we need to create
T LSH tables, whose time cost is O (n∗g ∗k∗T ).
(3) In Step 3, the ratings of candidate items (at most m-k
candidate items) are predicted on the basis of similar items (at
most k items), whose time complexity is O (k∗(m-k)).
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(4) In Step 4, firstly, the items whose predicted ratings are
larger than the given threshold are retained (at most m-k items).
Then, the items with higher ratings and different indices are selected (at most m-k item indices are different) before a diversified
recommended list is produced. Therefore, the time complexity in
this Step is O (m-k).
Through the above analyses, a conclusion could be drawn that
our proposal’s time complexity is O (n∗g ∗k∗T +(m-k)∗(k+1)). The
polynomial time complexity means that our method is usually
time-efficient and scalable, as evidenced by the experimental
results presented in Section 5.3.
6. Conclusion and future work
Diversity in recommendations is considered as an important
dimension to interested users. Moreover, historical usage data
for recommendation decision-makings may update frequently,
which may lead to low recommendation efficiency. To deal with
these problems, a novel approach DivRec_LSH is proposed to
increase the diversity of recommendation lists, while achieving
a high efficiency. Finally, a series of experiments are tested on
Movielens dataset. As revealed by the experiments results, our
proposal shows better with regard to diversity and efficiency
while ensuring the accuracy of recommendation.
In this paper, we mainly exploit rating information about
items to diversify the recommended lists, while neglect text
information for items. Therefore, it may be insufficient to improve
recommendation performances. In the future, we will continue
improving the diversity-aware recommendation model by further
considering users’ context information (e.g., time and location)
and items’ context information (e.g., genre), so as to make more
personalized recommendations.
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